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.The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific railway announce that ar
rangements have been completed, effective March 19, whereby local freight
from Denver will be loaded in a solid
Raton car on Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday of each week. This
will expedite the move
ment of small freight shipments to
m Raton, as it will eliminate the necessity of transfer en route. Shipments
for other points beyond Raton, such
as Koehler, Cimarron, Ute Park, etc.,
" ill for the timé being, be loaded in
the Raton car and will necessitate but
one transfer between Denver and destination. Inasmuch as much of the
delay to freight is caused by transferring same at junction points, the above
arrangemente will be of decided ad
vantage to Raton mercha nts and other
consignees, as the scheduled time
of this car from Denver to Raton is
thirty-fivhours. An added advantage secured to shippers by this arrangement, is the fact that shortages
now common in freight shipmeut, will
be eliminated, all fchipments will
come through in solid cars. This advantage will recognized by shippers.
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The type used in this heading is from thé old plant of the Cimarron News andPress and was used for a heading for the paper in the seventies.

New Vol. I.

Denver freight Service for Raton
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THIS RAILROAD WILL GIVE COLE AX COHTY

COIECTIO
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WITH THE: PACIf IC AND MEXICO
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Building of Cut-OFrom Dawson Is Now Assured Superintendent of Construction Selected and Work Will Commence
Line Will Be Built With Connections at Guaymas, Mexico
ff

Shipping Alfalfa.

Capt. Wm. French, manager of the
YV. S.; ranch, is shipping alfalfa by
the car load to the Bell ranch at
Tucurocari, N. M. This vicinity is
noted for its alfalfa, the finest in the
country being raised by the several
ranches surrounding Cimarron, and
twelve miles above here at Ute Park,
the Jackson ranch, now in the hands
of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific, raises timothy hay that will
compare favorably with Bny bay
raised in the states.

Eyes Much Better
Announcement of the appointment general manager of the Southwestern line from Nacozari to Cnipymas, or to tension will go through an undevelAndy Washington's many friends
of General Manager H. J. Simmons and will Lava direct charge of the some other point on the west coast of oped section of Sonora which is rich
will be glad to hear that his eyes are
of the Southwestern to the general operation of the system, while Mr. Mexico is now almost definitely in mineral deposits.
.It will also be a much better. He is now in El Paso
siiperintendency and managership of Simmons will devote the most of bis known. It baa been denied by all competing line for the fruits brought
under treatment and hopes soon to rethe Phelps-Dodginterests iu the time and attention to the construction Southwestern, officials that the line from the tropin by boat on the Pa
turn and take bin old position riding
Southwest, including the Southwest- of the Dawson cut-of- f
line that will be would be extended to the coast, but cific. With El Taso as a railroad cen- for
the C. S. Cattle Co
ern system and its premeditated con- built between Corona, N. M., and reports from Mexico City that a con- ter it would bid fair for this traffic
Mrs. Washington is also well known
struction, the smelter at Nacozsri, the Dawson, through Las Vegas, for the cession has been grauted by the gov- over the new line that will probably
iu this" vicinity, before her marriage
smelter at Douglas, all of the big purpose of cutting off 'some of the ernment to th railroad company coa be the most direct to this city.
she was Tenuy Fletcher, a cousin of
mines at Bisbee, and the mines and distance iu the haul from Dawson to firm the rumoré that have long been
The Dawson cut off line has been Boots auil Porter Fletcher. Porter
is
smelters at Globe and Morenci, has El Paso and to reduce the grades and afloat that a line would be built cractically all surveyed and construcat present night car inspector at Tex-linbeen made unfficially and it is ex- of the extension of the Southwestern through Sonora t the Pacific. The tion will be started before Jong,
it
Texas.
pected that it will be given as official from Nacozari to Guaymas. .
reason for keeping this extension a will run from Corona to Dawson and
in a few days by Dr. James Douglas,
Mr. Simmons is considered one of mutter of such secrecy is said to Iwon will reduce the mileage between here
president of the Phelpa-Doduécor the best engineers in this section of account of locating a right of way and the coal district by some sixty MAKCtl TERM Of
poration, who is in this section of the the country, and for this reason it is and because of the fact that it will miles. The line will have no grade
MALLETT KNOCKED
DISTRICT COURT
country at present on a trip of in- said the Phelps-Dodgpeople have bring the Southwestern in diiect com- exceeding 1 per cent, and no curves
spection, says the El Paso Hernld.
selected bim as their general superin- petition with the Sonora road, a Har over three degrees, it is said :
OUT IN THIRD ROUND It is said that F. G Hawks, general tendent in the Southwest, that he may riman holding, which would
Fourt district court, which will conprobably
The supervision of this construe
superintendent of the Houston & give personal attention to affairs he attempt to keep the Phelps-- odge tion, which will aggregate about TOO vene in Raton on March 25th,
(next
The twenty round prize fight in Tesas Central, of Houston, who was cannot now handle while tied down to line from getting an entrance into miles, will be under H. J. Simmons, Monday), promises to be one of
the
Guaymas.
Dawsou on March 18. ended in the formerly superintendent of El Paso railroad work.
according to the proposed arrange most interesting sessions of the
court
division
of
will
be
theG.
made
H,
That the Southwestern will build a It is said that the Southwestern ex ment.
third round, Kid Mallet, the home
ever held here. The criminal docket
man, being knocked out by Jimmy
is especially heavy, owing to the fact
Garrey, of Trinidad. While the go COAL RESOURCES OF
that several important cases in this
WELL KNOWN CROOK
THE S. L. R. M. & Pi CO.
lasted it was a very fast fight. Mai
CAPTURED IN RATON class were left over from last term,
and also owing to the hung juries in '
let was about ten pounds the heavier,
Adjacent
line
the
to
of
St.
the
"Johhnie Tolbert," Proprietor of Cim- the Adams and Carter murder cases.
but was outclassed. He put up a
Louis; Rocky Mountain & Pacific railMany important civil cases are also
arron Saloon was Wanted at
game fight and stood a great deal of
way numerous coal camps are. locatin the books for he term, hut it is
Roswell on Serious Charge.
"
punishment.
ed, generally belonging to . the St.
possible they will no get to trial.
The first round was very fast, both Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific
Roswell, N. M., March 24. Sheriff Sheriff Littrell
has
ust
finished
men beii)nt it hammer and tongs. company and the Dawson Fuel comC.'L. Ballard arrived on the automo serving, the tnliowing jurymen, who
This was Garvey's round. In the pany. The principal mining towns
will make up the grand jury and the
second the honors were about even. are Koehler and Dawson, the former
The most distressing and unaccountable accident of the year oc bile line from lorrance at noon to petit jury:
day, bringing with him a prisoner in
Mallett did his best fighting in this only in its infancy. At' Dawson scv-- curred a few miles out ol Las Vegas Monday, when Engine No. 1644
Grand Jury.
the person of John Tolbert, better
round. ' The third round went thirty eral mines are located and about 500 westbound, one of the new oil burners,
II. S. Allison, Andrew Meredith,
killing the engineer, known as "Coldwater Johnnie" Tolexploded,
seconds when Garvey handed Mallet coke ovens. The town located near
bert, a notorious gambler, who was J. II. Heck, J. J. Young. Fred Kesh-le- r,
fireman and head brákeman.
D. W.' Thomas, W. 1". Walsh,
the sleep producer. It was a clean the mines has about four thousand
indicted here two years ago on the
population. At Koehler. 400 coke
The train was in charge of Conductor Fred Cozzens. The en- charge
David
Carabajal, Fred Lcgrow, Ma; knockout.
p
hold-uof taking part iu the
f Garrey said he was well pleased ovens are in course of construction gine had been running without any trouble up to the time it let go and robbery of L. C. Card, who at son G. Chase, Frank Butler, A. H.
with the way be was treated while in and several mines are being opened.
Officer, M. W. Bartlett, M. M. Abreu,
Dawson. The go was fought before It is said that the camp will shortly without the slightest warning, and the cause of the explosion will al- that' time ran a saloon and hotel at J. S. Hodges, J. B. Bidwell, L. L.
prisoner
Dexter.
been
The
a
has
about two hundred people.
be one Of the heavy producers of the ways be a mystery to machinists.
, G. Mc- fugitive from justice since the time Chaplinc, W. H. Rhodes,
The first preliminary was won by county and will support a population
The force of the explosion was terrific. The boiler was hurled of the robbery, and was recently lo- Gown, Victor Archuleta, J. D. Don-ne- r,
Harry Pepin defeating Fritz Sheffara. of several thousand people.
The high into the air and more than 100 feet from the balance of the en- cated by Sheriff Ballard at Raton,
(talesmen) Thomas Harberger,
the second was a draw between Pete Rocky
Mountain company owns othTWto uuu
or.t Inf
where he had fallen into the hands J. W. Records, C. D. Stevens S. I.
i
vumu,
uumuuju on4
au' tkatKi.rl
uui TlrvsuCnlrl
gine.
Brakeman
killed,
from
Nelson
ten
was
the
engine.
b jtwten Shag Shay and Geo. Fortune er coal mines and coal mining towns
of the local officers on a minor Anulursky, William Mulvehill, and
in Colfax county at Van Houten, The train was badly wrecked and the concussion broke every window
was also a draw.
Palmer M.eAbee.
charge. .
Gardiner, Brilliant arid Blossburg, all in the caboose.
Petit Jury.
Conductor Cozzens had just left the engine a few The robbery of which Tolbert is
of which are located on branches of
Cipriano
Lucro,
Clarence Littrell,
particularly
atrocious
accused
was
a
before
minutes'
the accident. The bodies of the men killed were
THEIR DEMANDS
the A. T. & S. F. and all supportis well remembered here. Mr. Marcus Baca, W. B. Stouffer, John
one
and
right-of-way
by the force of the explosion.
ing prosperous towns near the mines thrown clear off the
Card was going, from his saloon to Buchanan, J. I. House, James Bib- Engineer Buehner arid Brakeman Nelson lived in Raton and his hotel with a sackful of money at lin, H. F. Carroll, Jesse Gillespie, J.
NOT GRANTED and coke ovens. were popular ta hé"c1ty. '''foreman ''Collins was art experienced fire-o- n a late hour in the night, when he was Dolores Trujillo, A. W. Aycrs, Pet
RATON FREIGHT ADVANTAGES
K. Hunt, P. I). Bcnfer,
oil burners and has run for years on the Coast divisions where attacked by several masked men. The Bucholu, J.
Chicago, Wednesday. Train men
The opening of the St. Louis,
night was very dark and the victim Chas. H. Colgrove, Sam Bently, Jose
and conductors on all railroad lines Rocky Mountain & Pacific railroad these engines are in use. The engine was new, and being run from
was never able to say positively how Trujillo, W. M. Coates, J. M. Nolan,
west of Chicago have rejected the from Des Moines to Raton, has open- the east to the west for use on the coast lines. These engines, of many men there were In the attack- W. M. Totts, J. T. Larson, Frank
recent. offer of an increase in wages. ed a new era in the history of the which a number have passed through here, have all been used in west- ing, party. In the fight his arm w
Fox, J. W. Reynolds. W. M. John
The official canvasses of the referen- town. Freight service has never been
son, (talesmen) u. W. Rlatson, A. ,
The
his
skull
crushed.
and
broken
dum vote which have been in pro- good, and the rates have been very bound traffic on the trip to their destination, and carry the necessary robbers got away with the bag of W. Cook, G. R. Engledow, Charles
high, until the advent of the new rail- crude oil for the run in extra tanks.
The Master Mechanic Vdepart-men- t money.
gress for a fortnight, will begin
Freeman, A. Salazar, Frederico Ca
.
road.
Raton now has competitive
know that the engine was in the best of condition when it left The prisoner will be tried at the sias, J. J. Gregory, Joe Hoycr, II. J.
It is stated further that the train lines, the Rocky Mountain Route, hert, and can assign no reason for the explosion.
coming term of the district court, Tinsley, H. B. Matson, E. D. Wood
men have voted to strike if their de- connecting with the C. it S. at Des
and li. Winburn.
which convenes in April.
mands,, are not granted. Unless the Moines, giving very prompt service
Cimarof
a
was
resident
Tolbert
rjnlroad managers offer further con- from Denver or Pueblo, and in conron for some time last year, and up GETTING READY
Rock
Island
fifty
the
of
and
thousand nection with
cessions, a strike
till December ran the Rocky Mounines
into Denver,, the .time from
men is likely to result.
He was
tain saloon at that place.
fORTIIE RACES
When the conference between rep- - Chicago and all eastern points has
considered crooked by Cimarron peo:
resentatives of the employes and the been materially shortened. The pa- ple, but was never though to be a
on which the Range Special is
companies adjourned" February twen-jpe- r
The half mile track is being put ia
bad man. He has been In police cir11 was
wun mc uiiuciaianu- - huc is yriiucu - hjii ui
cles here more than once, and was order for the races on Wednesday,
ft
fi ing that another conference would ' left Pueblo late Friday afternoon on
well known among the under world April 10th. at two p. m.
f be held after the men had voted upon a regular 'freight, 'and arrived in Ra
of this vicinity.
The third race will be the big event
Swastika
the managers offer. this second ton on- Monday, over-thThe data in this article was secured ing plants of the Phelps Dodge comof the day, being a match race for
Chicago
to
be
shipment
A
held next Roüte.
from
meeting is expected to
from the latest report of Territorial pany, which company also controls
Jackson-Owe- ns
one hundred and fifty dollars between
.
' the Range was vón the road seven
week. ;.
the coal mines. The St. Louis, Rocky
is
and
Inspector
Sheridan,
Mine
Jo.
Muggins and Joe D, two of the fastest
The imnatriTS have already offered itave inrliirlinir InaHinir and unload- Mountain & Pacific company has ac- From the Raton Range.
believe that
We
authentic.
therefore
in the territory. Both bare
horse
J t? submit the entire controversy to ing. 'Merchants whó have waited for
quired title to the coal areas of the
C. M. Jacl son, of Clyde. Kansas,
the statement of the bare facts is all
Maxwell land grant. The magnitude was married on Wednesday, March run on big tracks at Pueblo, DcDvr
arbitration, but it is stated that this weeks for freight and have borne
is necessary in telling of the wonhas' also been rejected by asperating delays; are pleased to have that
of this single- coal field may be re- 201!, to Mim Anna Owen", of Beloit and Colorado Spring. This race in
growth of the city, and the
derful
(this prompt service, and the bulk
alized when compared with the great Kansas, at her home and came to open to any other horse, the entry fe
the voting members of the unions.
marvelous resources of the county.
dollars, this being
The offer which the men are said 0f freight now received in the city
coal' fields of Pennsylvania. The Raton on Friday where they will being seventy-livreport of Mr. Sheridan, presentThe
tff have rejected was for an increase arrives over the Swastika Route. The
area of this single ownership is fully make their home in future. Mr. Jack- - the amount put up by the owners of
fiscal
last
the
governor
for
ed
to
the
1
per cent greyer
an me com-- .
of ten per cent to men in the freight new rate and the improved service
Either tbe firnt
fa R te,0?raph opbr(,or for the J ;e D an Muggins.
year and recently printed and distrib- 50
service and of ten dollars a month to W1 te a great .factor, in the
Rocky Mountain & Pacific company oraecocd race will be a free for all
says:
uted,
six dollars a month ta building of the Gate City
fields of Pennsylvania, and five times
is iu the local .office here, lie The purse has been aubecribf d by the
In Colfax county especially, the as large as
line en ie men and five dollars to brake- the entire Connelsville ba and
,
coal
coking
of
enormous
areas
the
pnn ui residents of Cimarron and will b bewju ine
sin. The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain j "
men and flagmen in the passenger
Everything in Good Shape.
every
and
have attracted investors,
h" hie and comea of one of the oldest tween $100 and $150.
service.
team is out for practice acre of coal lands in the county is & Tacific Railway company has built 'ami best families there. Mim Owens
The ball
In the evening the C. M. A.
..!.- -,
11..
lie men
c
riK'""J oj"vu .vUh an eerv , "J . mo
Sunday agerly sought after by willing pur- a line of railroad, 120 miles in length, j i
will give a dance at Aztec hall.
.u
is
and
woman
&
charming
young
a
connecting with the Colorado
crease of fifteen
I
!
t :t.
.:,.!. I....... 1'itr nil through freight onrning iiie uuyn trio uui ..un. chasers. The Dawson Fuel company Southern at Des Moines, 80 miles tojw.ll known in Beloit circles. The Everybody is cordially invited.
a road grader anda couple of jis increasing the equipment upon its
the east, and to extend west from editor of the Range han known Mr
Mfci'ns tut later' these demands were .teams,
Í
ecrepera
fWini? up the diamond in, mines as fast as men ana material the mines 40 miles to the
Ta..'a
of
oer
twelve
inrr.aSe
The Rocky Mountain company has
Jiii'kaon sine his early lóyhoot. and
company, which
w th ninny Raton fiiendn Who have just received three hundred new gonpreparation lor ine game ounuay can be secured. This
camps in the vicinity of
cent and- a nine hour day.
largest
the
of
will soon rank as one
coal
As the operated mines moved ber from Coneonlin, Clyde dola ballat cars for use in their
It was explained, to the men when afternoon, when they playwi a fast coal and coke producers in the Unicombi-natirextendi to trade. They are
of this company at Van Houton and and other Knows points
e vote was started that a verdict alui snappy frame, notwithstanding
cara nod can lie used for bat-Infor
and
th m hearty congratulation
), kjectini g the offers of the railroad
that most of the team were up until ted States, has an assured market supBlossburg, N. Méx., now have rail- '
or slack dumping or o'o
up
i' any good wiches that n life of
Saturday
of its production
nVlm-l- i
every
pound
usual
nt
tht
ir
1
.11
fir
w.m "
I li.fianage
WOlllll
, ,
tan
for use as cal cars.
happiness may attend them.
j
( Continued on page 2.)
plying the copper mining and smelt- nance.
'
ljrni
strike vote.
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EDITORIAL v
THE EVOLUTION

I

This is a little story about the mag:
nification of a knock, given in the
Washington Star.
Edward Tubbs lives happily with
bis wife in a large flat house up on
'Teenth street. He is a man who
behaves himself prettynigh all the
time. He never was a clip or a cut-uHe's been married for ten years
and his wife thinks a whole lot of
him because, he's good to her, for
One night last week
one reason.
Edward Tubbs attended a stag dinner. His wife was glad to have him
attend the dinner, because he hardly
ever goes out without her, and she
believes that a man ought to be allowed to herd with his kind once
p.

in a while.

It wis a bully dinner and there
was all kinds of fun. Tubbs didn't
sidestep any of the wines as they
After the dinner he,
came along.
with a bunch of pals, adjourned to a
hotel palm room, where they tucked
away a few highballs, and talked
things over.
Edward Tubbs arrived at the enshortly aftrance to his
ter midnight, feeling pretty good. He
wasn't even pickled in minature, but
lie felt comfortable. In the hall he
met several couples just returning
from the theater. He passed a few
remarks with them and then went
upstairs to his flat and turned in.
The above is the actual whichness
of what really happened.
Now, if Washington is a town
where news circulates rapidly, the
flat houses of Washington" are plants
where the dissemination of gos er
news is all but magical in its swiftness.
So, in the progress of two days the
case of Edward Tubbs was built up
around that flat house in about the
following way:
1
Edward Tubbs had come home
soused.
2 Edward Tubbs, bunned to the
limit, had been brought home by a
friendly cop.
and
3 Edward Tubbs, orrey-eyein a fighting humor, had been brought
home in a cab by a cop, and had
raised a disturbance in front of the
flat house and had got a wallop on
flat-hou-

d

the

jaw.

Of

A KNOCK

other night, after he'd been pinched
twice down town for scrapping.
They didn't do a thing to Tubbs.
I'm told all of his front teeth were
knocked out, and he's going to lose
the sight of one of his eyes, they say.
Well, that's the kind of stuff that
happens to these ducks that think
they're the strong ones when they
h'ist a few long ones in. It's a wonder Tubbs wouldn't get hep to himg
self.
little wife, and
they're saying his behavior has put
her down and out.
9 Did you hear about the Tubbs-es- ?
They've been ordered out of this
apartment house by the agent. Yaas,
indeed, the agent heard all about that
vulgar Mister Tubbs' frightful conduct here when it took five policemen to quiet him down he tried to
shoot the policeman, you, know, and
they had an awful time taking his
two revolvers away from him. Well,
the agent heard about it, of course,
but it does seem to me that we are
lucky in having an agent who can
see things right.
Well, Mrs.
10
Tubbs has announced, I hear, thai she is going to
leave her husband and go back to
her folks just as soon as he is able
to sit up. She is so disgusted with
him that she won't even nurse him,
and she has engaged a trained nurse
to take care of him. He's in a horrible condition, and sits up in bed,
howling for whisky at the top of his
lungs, all the time. They say that he
has the worst case of delirium tremens anybody ever heard of. Mrs.
Tubbs, I hear, just sits by the window, crying her eyes out, the poor
dear. I'd be real fond of the poor
little thing, only I just can't get
used to a woman that's forever, dyeing her hair that paintey red; 'deed
I can't.
II Funny kind of junk enters a
fellow's head when he's spifflicated,
hey? I .heard down town today that
the Tubbs gazoob who started the
rough house with the cops and got
his face pushed in, was caught trying to set fire to a hotel filled with
women
and children. He didn't
have- - any grudge against the hotel, it
seems, but he was sudscd up and
wanted to start something and they
caught him, I'm told, in the act of setting fire to the plant. They didn't
press any complaint against him, for
the head clerk knew him, but Tubbs
got pinched three
different times
befoer he got home for kicking up
different kind of fusses. Tried to beat
an aged man over the head with a
cane, grabbed a litle boy by the hair
of the head and mopped up the sidewalk with him, and finally threw a
bottle through a bar mirror. Should
think a guy that the old stuff lights
up like that would flag it, wouldn't
Bully-lookin-

didn't he hear it? had
got all stewed up down town, and
bad been picked up by a cop who
knew him and brought home in a
push-car- t,
and in front of the flat
tioase he'd got mussy with the cop
d
him and
nd the cop had
sat upon him for ten minutes, while
a crowd of people looked on.
5 That awful Mister Tubbs did
you ever notice how dissipated he
looks? had come home frightfully
intoxicated, mercy on us, and was
trying "to beat the elevator man to you?
Met a fellow today who said
12
death with an iron rod when a couple
AÍ policemen rushed in and Mister he saw Tubbs pickled up to the top
Tubbs, fighting like a maniac, tried of his hair over in Baltimore a few
to kill them, too, and they had to weeks ago. That's Tubbs' system,
icnock him down and sit on him, it seems jumping out of town when
the two of them, while he howled at he wants to get smudged up. But he
the top of his lungs, and wasn't it forgot to make his getaway this time,
dreadful and how his poor wife is to and that's how all hands got nexi
to him. I understand the elevator
h pitied, land sakes alive!
6 That Tubbs guy y' know, that man is going to make a complaint
dub that goes against Tubbs for assault with a dead4ig, smooth-face- d
swaggering around here as if he ly weapon you know Tubbs tried to
owned the earth well, he showed shoot the elevator man when he was
himself up, all right Got pinched brought home in a wheelbarrow by
down town for trying to get fresh those seven cops. He's pretty liabl
jlh 4 cAn inri li:irl tn IcaVI fflllzltpral to do about three months, for the po
'
at No. I, and then a cop brought him lice court judges in this town are
home in a wheelbarrow, and out in mighty severe on them
13 They say it wasn't booze alone,
front of the flat house Tubbs, imagining he was strong, suddenly kicked but drugs, that made Tubbs so crazy.
the cop in the stomach, and the cop D'ye know, that fellow always looked
pulled his club and poundod two or like a coker to me? He's got the
three pieces of Tubbs' head, and now eyes of a man who snuffs cocaine.
Etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc.
Tubbs is laid up with a broken jaw.
hasn't
Although Edward Tubbs
7 Did you ever in all your born
days? But I knew all the time that missed a minute from his office and
that Tubbs person was leading a i wholly unconscious of all this
double life. He has the look of a seethe about him in his flat house,
man will drinks hard, and well. I he is nevertheless aware that he egts
lenow what I'd do if I were his wife; the aslant gazo as he rides up and
'deed I do! He's a nice kind of a down in his flat house elevator, and
person to have around in a nice flat he wonders why it is that folks liv
house, i.n't he? They say he is ing in flat houses always seem so
liowling with delirium tremens now. ulky.
The miserable wretch!
8 Queer gag about that Tubbs felMutual Ssnsa of Humor.
low, ain't it? As soon as he get a
ara you getting on with yonr
How
he
seems,
it
surcingle,
his
under
few
titled
wants to tear the teeth out of
"letter," answered Mr. Cumrox.
and people like that, but he "W are both getting so we don't feel
on
it
the so much Uk laughing every time we
got in bad, in trying to put
four cops who brought him home the
each other." Wanhlnrin
4

Tubbs

back-heele-

piano-move-

rs

son-in-la-

r

of about 45 miles, with, an average
width of 12 miles, or an area of 540
square miles 345,600' acres.. There
are several coal seams in this field,
two of which have .been exploited
and show an average' thickness of 6
feet each. Basing the estimate of
coal in this field upon one vein only,
and off siting the other by faults, rolls,
encounand erosionsi which may-btered in the other seams,- calculating
100 tons per acre for each inch in
thickness of. one of, 'these' veins, we
have as a result, for one vein of 72
inches covering the acreage above
stated, a total of 2,488,320,000 tons.
Colfax county holds first place among
the coal producing counties of New
Mexico, having produced 1,121,824
tons net during the past fiscal year;
64,967 per cent of the total net product of the territory. The" coals of
Colfax county are all excellent coking coals. The mines of this county
are supplied with better transportation facilities than those in other
counties of the territory, there being
two competing railroads into this section of New Mexico, and two other
railroads now under construction.
Colfax county continues to increase
the lead it has had over other coal
producing counties of New Mexico.
During the last fiscal year Colfax
county has made a new record, having passed the million ton mark with
a gross output of 1,141491 tons and
a net output, shipped from the mines,
of 1,121,824 tons, an increase of net
product over the preceding fiscal year
of 241,437 tons. Colfax county ship
ped 64.9 per cent of the total net
product of the territory.
In addition to the coal shipped from
the mines, more than 100,000 tons of
coke was produced, and it is certain
the production of coke will be increased at least 10 per cent during
the ensuing fiscal year.
It can be conservatively estimated
that the mines of Colfax county will
have an increased production of 50
per cent during the ensuing fiscal
year and fully 100 per cent in the
following year, when the equipment
of the mines now projected and under construction, have been completed.
The coal fields of Colfax county
embrace the largest undisturbed area
of coal lands in North America, and
probably the, greatest undisturbed
coal fields in the world.
These coal seams are of especially
great value on account of their excellent coking qualities, the constantly increasing demand for coke assuring a certain market for the production of the mines. The manufacture
of coke is an important factor in the
profitable operation of these mines,
as the slack coal can be washed and
utilized at the coke ovens, whereas
g
coal,
in mines producing
rid of the
getting
arid
hoisting
the
slack is an item of expense when it
cannot be utilized. Ere many years
have passed Colfax county will be
famous the world over for its wonderfully, productive coal mines and
large tonnage of coke manufactured,
the coke being in great demand at
the large smelters at El Paso, Tex.,
Douglas, Clifton and Globe, Ariz.,
and Cananea, Nacosari, and many
other mining camps in old Mexico.
In fact this demand for coke has
been so great that orders for hundreds of thousands of tons have been
declined because of insufficient equipment to make the necessary
"

Continued from first page
road connections with the A., T. &
S. F. R. R., the new railroad will form
another outlet for the product of
these mines in touch with new marThis company is also open-- ,
kets.
nig another extensive coal mine at
Koehler, south of the..Van Houten
mines.

The Yankee Fuel company, and associated companies, is opening a very
extensive field upon Johnson and Barcia mesas. The coal from this field
has been much sought after for many
years for domestic use, but the
was much restricted by lack
of
facilities.
transportation
The
problem of transportation for the
product of these mines has now been
solved by the building of the Santa
Fe, Raton & Eastern railroad, which
is now in constant operation hauling coal from the Yankee mines. The
Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern connects
with the A., T.- - & S. F. R. R. at Raton. Two other railroads are under
construction to give a direct' outlet
to new markets for the production of
the Yankee mines. These new railroads are the Santa Fe, Raton & Des
Moines railroad, which will connect
with the Colorado & Southern at Des
Moines, N. Méx., and the Santa Fe,
Liberal & Englewood railroad, also
under construction, will have a
length of 231 miles, connecting with
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
railroad, at Liberal, Kansas, and with
the A. T. & S. F. R. R. at Englewood,
Kansas, and running thence to Woodward, Oklahoma, opening new markets for the products of these mines.
Coal mining is destined to become
one of the chief industries of New
Mexico, and it is safe to say that
within the next five years it will
have made a strong race for first
place as to value of production. At
the present time fuel oil from the oil
and Texas
wells of California
the
upon
coal
replacing
is
of California, Arizona
railroads
and Texas, to the almost com
plete exclusion of coal, and to some
extent for manufacturing purposes.
The demand for New Mexico coal
extent
has thus been lessened
of 1,000,000 tons per annum, approximately. On the other hand, the
mines have not been fully equipped
and developed, nor have the trans
portation facilities been adequate to
supply the demand during the fall and
winter months when the consumption of coal is greatcst ,C(ke from
Eastern states and from England has
been used at the smelters of Arizona
and Mexico, because of the lack of
facilities for production 'of coke at
the mines of New Mexico. All these
obstacles and hindrances now seem
certain of being remedied within a
few years upon the completion of new
railroad connections and the construction of the many new coke ovens now
üüider way. The manufacture of coke
will largely increase the output from
the coal mines and give employment
to many more people. Continued
of the resources of California and the Faciifc coait states, as
well as New Mexico, Arizona and Old
Mexico, will insure an increased demand and permanent market for New
Mexico coal on a scale of greater
magnitude than most people foresee.
Nor can the influence of the Panama
canal, when completed, "be overlook
ed. Throuch the harbors of California
vast tonnage will be transported via
the canal, and the Kew Mexico fields
will furnish the nearest available coal
supply for the vessels engaged in
this traffic.
Dunne the oast three years many
shipments of coal were made from
the Colfax county mines to various
noints in Oklahoma and Kansas, the
New Mexico coal being preferred to
the product of mines closer to these
markets, and New Mexico coal commanded a sufficiently higher price to
comDensate for the difference in cost
of transportation on the longer haul
from New Mexico mines, lhis "win
indicate a nood future market In that
direction for the coal from this terri- when the acw railroads, now
forv
under construction, are completed and
the haul shortened, leaving a better
margin for both the coal mine oper
ator and the railroad transporting the
a- nrn.iiirt to these new markets,
hv location, near the markets
of old Mexico, Texas, Arizona and
California, as well as the local demand, in all of which markets New
Mexico coal is protected from
bv reason of distance of Other
mines from these mafkets New Mex
ico is thus assured of a good market
for its great coal resources. '
of
For extent of area, thickn-s- s
abfloor,
and
roof
good
coal seams,
sence of gas, freedom from heaving
bottom, absence of water, which if
present, would necessitate powerful
pumps; in fact, for all favorable con
ditions which go to make, up a
field, Colfax
county is far ahead of any in America,
and consequently the coal tieius can
be more profitably operated.
The Colfax county coal field embraces an area covering a total length
pro.-ducti-

to-th-

w

General f.iorcliaridise

Our Mottot "Live and Let Live"
SEASONABLE GOODS

Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm goods, the kind
usually sold for $1.25 a suit, will go the rest of the season at

"

85c

MEN'S BOOTS

$6,00 grades in cowboys' and miners' boots, the beat wearers
for
- and good styles, we are selling

$4.50

1

non-cokin-

,

c Bro.

J. R. Charette

MEN'S OVERALLS
Best heavy drill, without bibs,
the 75c grade , we want
you to wear 'em per pr. 5UC

Heavy drill bib overalls, worth
$1.25, we are selling per
JC
pair at.......

FINE GROCERIES

CANNED GOODS

Our line of groceries is well selected, and the prices are lower than
many towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy groceries
our line is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low prices. Topeka
Our warehouse is full of
Creamery Butter at 35c per pound
feed, hay and grain, and the prices are very low.

Charette
J, R. Cimarron.

& Bro.

New Mexico

The Lobby Saloon & Cafe
ftiiinrtTP

o

nnoiCTT

D

Billiard

Fine Wines', Liquors and Cigars.
Room In Connection

Short Order Cafe Open Day and Night
A.-T-

.

(& S.

F. TIME TABLE.

RATON, NEW MEXICO
Effective Nov. 4th. 1906

Trains West Bound
No. 3

2:40 a. m

No.l

10:00 a. m

No. 7

1:25 p. m

Ú

5

5:40 a. m

No. 8

8:10 a. m

No.

4....

Wn

'
.
inv. .........

--

3:00p.m

No. 9

East Bouud

'

-

.

r

6:15 p. m

No. 2

R. C. Larimore, Agent
ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN

4

PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY

J

Schedule

Passenger

Wells Faroo Express

Daily
Train No.

1

3.30 p.m.
4.U0p.m.
4 25

p.m.

4.85 p.m.
p.m.
5.20 p.m.
5.1X1

5.45 pm.
t; 5.55
p.m.

8.20 p.m.
6 45 p.m.

Distance
from
Raton
7

IS
SO
23
33
41
47

STATION

Train No.

RATON
....... Arrives
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
.. CLIFTON HOUSE
PRESTON..;.
Arrives
I
Leave )
Leaven KOEHLER JUNCTION Arrives
KOKHLER
....Arrives
Arrives...,
Arrives 1
VEKMEJO.
Leaves ('
Arrives
CERR090SO
t
Leaves
Leaves
CIMARRON
Arrive....

2

12.30 p.m.

p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
11.10 a.m.
11.30 a.m.

12.01
11.40
11.30

10.25
10.15
tt.45

a.m.'

a.m.
a.m.

9.25 a.m.

in Dawson, N.M.. at HO p.in. ,
Connects with El Paso & Soutwestern Ry. train 124, arriving
No. 123, leaving Dawson, K. M at 105 a.m.
Cennects with El Paso 4 Southwestern Ry, Train
N.
Preston,
meet,
train,
at
Houten
Stage for van
.ff
GORMAN, Gen. Pa... AgU,
'
Ralon. New Meiico

BUILD
or business
houseiin Cimarron to rent
or sell, and make 20 per
cent on an investment of
from $1.000 to $5.000.
There are twenty applicants to rent every building that is erected. For
particulars, address
A residence

com-nriito-

aesir-oroduci-

n. m

!i

CIMARRON

Improvement Co.,
Cimarron.

N. M.

LOCALS and PERSONALS
J. H. Deckard, of Trinidad, arrived
here Saturday.
Mrs. George Webster of the Urraca
ranch went to Raton Fridav.
H. M.Letts, manager of the Springer ranches, was in town Saturday.
Rofcert Van Houten was down from
his ranch on the Ponil on Sunday.
Noel Sanee has taken a position as
helper to the machinists at the round
house,
Mr. O. U. Lowe passed through
here Saturday on his way to his home
at
R. M. Sloan, cow foreman of the C.
cattle company, returned from Oklahoma Saturday.
Mr. S. B. Pelphrey and John Quia-live- n
wers in Raton on a business
trip Monday, returning Sunday even
ing.
Frank D. Quigley, the hotel register man, has been in town for severa'
days, arriving last Saturday from Chicago.
S. S. Lawson went to Raton Monday. Mr. Lawson has been working
out at the Urracca ranch for the past
two weeks.
Mr. W. H. Duquette was in town
over Saturday, returning Sunday to
Baldy. Mr. Duquette is stationed at
the Little Rebel mine.
A young Hereford bull about twelve
months old weighing nine hundred
pounds went through town Monday
S.

No.

4734.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OP
BANK
THE fIRST NATIONAL
at Eaton, in the Territory of New Mexico

At the close of business March 22,
1907
....$
Loan and discounts
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation..

487,164 87
21, (Ml 05

--

100,003

U. 8. Bonds to secure U. 8. Deposits
Premiums on U. 8. Bonds

Bonds, securities, etc

5,900

30.000 00
6,000 00

Sue from National Eanks (not
reserve agents)
Due from StateBanksandBankers
Due from approved reserve agents
Checks and other cash Items..

144,783

84

11,818

83

S.457 80

2,775 00

Notes of other national banks....
Fractional paper currency, nickels
aud cents..
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz:
.'.
151,108 80
Specie
.....

335 75

20,000 00

71,108

Redemption fund with U.S. Treasurer
(5 per cent el ciiculation)

' 130,771!

87

100,000

00

LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid in
BnrDlus fund..
profits, less expenses
Undivided
'.
and taxes paid
National bank notes outstanding......
Due to other National Banks
rue to State Banks and Bankers...
Due to trust companies and savings
banks
Due to spproved reserve agents
Individual deposits subject to check
Demand certificates of deposit
Time certificates of deposit
Certified checks...
United states deposita

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO)
OF COLFAX

Mr. Charles Coulter bought a hay
baler in January, and since then has
baled 1,200,000 pounds of hay and al
faifa for the several ranches around
Cimarron. Mr. Coulter has orders to
bale that much more, principally for
the McCormack and Porter ranches- -

aO.OW

9,Ki

55

1(0.000 00
23,477

08

,30

00

3,377 91

4,9
595,481

03
07

Alf Brown, superintendent ofvater
and bridges on the Swastika road,
had his family in town Saturday inspecting some property. Mrs. Brown
and the little girl left for Koehler on
Sunday morning. From there they
will return to their home at Trinidad,

7,477 75
177,285

07

752 50

50,000 00
11,130,779

Total..

30

5,000 00

Total

COUNTY

00

and

Furniture

Notes

00

50,000 00
3,500 00

Other Real Estate owned

Legal-tend-

ty-tw-

t,

KESOURCkS.

Banking house.
Fixtures

to the Porter ranch. Mr,
Porter purchased the bull from Mr,
Rustin of the Acorn ranch on the Vermeio. This young bull should turn
out a prize winner. He was sired by
Volunteer, an animal weighing twen
hundred.
Lew White, secretary to Mr. Van
Houten, vice president and general
manager of the Swastika road, passed
through town Sunday.
Dawson had a highly successful en
tertainment andsoeial evening for the
benefit of the Opper Snnday school at
Amusement hall Tuesday, March 17
Norman Wilkins is out again after
being housed up a week with
sprained ankle, contracted while play
ing tennis on Fred Whitney's new
court.
The ! Paso and Southwestern has
a large party of engineers locating in
Verme jo and Caliente. The road will
soon be extended from Las Vegas to
Pueblo.
Tom Williams leaves this week to
take charge of the Springer cattle in
Colorado. Tom said, "Be sure and
have my News and Press follow
to Undercliff, Colorado." '
Number 200, the private car of E. J
Deadman, superintendent of the Swas
tika road, has been in the round bouse
being painted. The car was turned
out looking like a new one Wednes
day.
Mr. H. R. Griebel, bookkeeper for
the Townsita company, moved into
his new house lat week. Mr- - Qrei
bel will give a continued house party
in tho near future, inviting ten of his
friends each evening.
of
T. A. Welch, surgeon-dentisDawson, arrived here Sunday even
ing. Dr. Welch is making bis home
at Fred Whitney's house, receiv
ing his patients there. He will re
main here until Saturday morning.
The bazaar at Dawson school house
Saturday afternoon, March 23, must
have repaid the ladies for their time
and trouble in getting it up. Fancy
little nicknacks were sold. Captain
Kidd'a treasure chest was the magnet
for the children .
The Southwestern Mercantile com
pany s store in upper Kail canyon
was robbed on the night of March 16
The loss amounted to about $100.
Fiftydollars reward has been offered
for any information leading to the ar
rest of the guilty parties.
on his way

87

,

J"

cashier of the above-name- d
bank, do solemnly swear that the above Colo.
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
Ike Kingman has left the shops and
,C. N. BLACKWKLU
aod belief.
'
gone to his home in Topeta, Kansas.
Cashier.

I,

C. N. Blaekwell,

John Peden and three
quit at the same time.
big loss to the ball team,
their star pitcher. Mr.

other men
Peden it a
having been
Peden, with
the others, said he regretted to leave
Cimarron.
The Townsite company has ordered

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26th

day of March.

1907.

A. NYHUB
Notary Public

C.

sbau
Correct Attest ;
J. van Houten,
Wa, F. Degner,

John Jclfs,
Directors

THE BIG STORE
Always the Leaders in
GOOD GOODS and

PRICES

LOW

BES
Pre-Invento-

Reduc-
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..Cohn Brothers
MERCANTILE

"Raton

-

COMPANY

New Mexico

a car load of catalpa locust aud silver
poplar trees from Nebraska. These
tree will be given to anyone who will
plant and care for them. This is a
step in the right direction, for the
trees will do more to beautify the new
town than anything they can put
"
"
there.
J. T. Coronel, cashier in the treasurer's office of ; the Swastika road,
arrived Sunday evening. Mr. Corouel
is on a week's vacation. He left here
Mopday morning to visit Mr. R..C.
Van Houten. After a drive of twenty-fivmiles to Mr. Van Houten's ranch
Mr. Coronel will take a horse and ride
to Raton, stopping over at Dawson
and Koehler.
W. C. Campbell returned here from
his home in east Missouri after a six
weeks' absence to take a position as
rodman on location with the Cimma-ro- n
and Northwestern railroad surveying corps. Mr. Campbell held a
position as rodman for over a year
with the Swastika road. On his return Mr. Campbell said there was a
fascination about this country and
climate that gets into a man's blood
and briugs him back.
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IKe Turquoise

of the United States. Colfax
County is the Most Promising
Section of New Mexico. Cimarron is in the best part of
Colfax County.
--

Do you Want Land?
Do you Want Town Lots?
Do you Want Mining Propetty?
IF YOU DO CAN SERVE YOU

A

WEW MEXICO'S native gem is the
turquoise, one of the most beautiful of stones, with a soft color that is
as unmatcbable as is the green-blu- e
water of Niagaria which has never
been well imitated. Its rarest shades

'

1

are not unlike those of the turquoise
and both are rivals in beauty of color
with the sky of azur and the cloud
of rose every woman of New Mexico,
whether by birth or adoption, should
posees a turquoise a dainty bit of
tender blue in gold, like a lake in a
ripened wheatfield, to show her loyalty
to the land in whose breast the stone
has lain for ages.
fa ir native (em,
Should deck the brow the breast
Of New Mexico's fair daughters.
In this land they love the best.
Should gleam in sun and shadow
As the eyos of a nesting dove.
A shining ature symbol
A pledge of loyal love.
JosEmiNB. Foster.

If
I

were convicted of horse stealing Saturday by Justice of the Peace J. S.

Wilson, and bound over to thegmud
jury under $500 bonds for each one.
The charge was made by C. S. Mer
rill, farm foreman on the U. S. horse
ranch. Raymond Johnson was arrested by Deputy Sheriff M. N. Win
ters at the Burnett saw mill near the
head of Dean canyon. Joe Rand was
and held until
arrested at
Deputy Winters could get up there to
bring him back.
The men were sent to Raton this
morning under the care of Mason G.
Chase to be turned over to Sheriff
Lutrell. Failing to furnish bonds,
they will be put in the county jail to
await their trial.
Thursday The two men are in the
Colfax county jail at Raton awaiting
the action of the grand jury, which
has not yet returned an indictment
against them.

you Own a Home, or other
Insurable Property I can Insure it.

F. A.Cimarron,
Haimbaugli
New Mexico.

of SPRINGER
BANK
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

Startling floral Piece.

A traveling salesman died suddenly
in Pittsburg. Relatives telegraphed
the undertaker to make a wreathe;
the ribbon should be extra wide, with
the inscription, ''Rest in Peace" on
both sides, and if there is room, "We
Shall Meet in Heaven." The undertaker was out of town and his new assistant handled the job. It was a
startling floral piece which turned up
at the funeral. The ribbon was extra
wida, and bore the inscription, "Rest
n Peace on Both Sides, and if There
Is Room, We Shall Meet in Heaven."
Exchange.

EVENSONG.
(By Josephine Foster.)
The sunshine nestles with a mute
caress
Upon the hill in loving tenderness.
And sheds its light into my longing
'

eyes.

That flash it swift unto the rosy skies,
That blush it back to me, and sweet
and long
It lingers, till my heart bursts into

Capital Paid Up

FOR SALE.
brand new rooming house and
restaurant property in Cimarron, is
paying $900 per year rent now and
can be bought for $4,500 cash. Invest your savings and make 20 per
cent interest on your money from the
start besides getting the benefit of
the increase in the price of real estate.
The company's object in selling is to
put the money into other buildings
for the accommodation of new comers
who are arriving in town every day.
For further particulars address Cimarron Lumber company.

Harness

$30.000

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
S. Floersiieih, Vice President
Blackwell, President
D. J. Devine, Cashier
M. M. Salazar
W, Gillespié
R. E. Alldredoe

and

C. N.
G.

NEAREST

Saddlery

BANKING TOWN TO CIMARRON

H. T. LANDS FRUIT

TREEi

Will have a car load of Fruit
Trees from Star Nursery
Co., Quincy, 111.
::
::

40 miles east of Springer,
2500 acres for sale. These
lands are part of an estate

and must be sold. Aim
many other small tracts

xs
Bits, Spurs, Quirts, Navajo
Saddle Blankets, an assortment
of Flynn Saddles always on
hand ranging in price from $35
to $60.00. Also a new and up.
line of Hand-mad- e
and
Silver mounted Bits and Spurs
to-da- te

The above will be on sale on
and after March 1st.
:: :!

c. E. HARTLEY C. E. HARTLEY
M.
SPRINGER, N.

tf.

Leonard
AND- -

Hayward
General Merchandise
Fine Wines. Liquors
and Cigars.

song.

A

Littrell Bros.

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS DONE.

E-to-

A

you Have Property For Sale
can find you a Buyer if you
will list it with me.

If

The turquoise, our

Convicted of Horse Stealing.
Joe Rand and Raymond Johnson

1

éa

First St

SPRINGER,

X. M.

J. S. WILSON
General

Black-smithin-

g.

Wag-o- n

and Carriage
Repairing Neat-l- y
Executed New
Rigs Duilt to Order. Horseshoeing. Plow Work

E'town

They Were Missed.

Repairing
Neatly Done

Cimarron.

SPRINGER HOTEL
Springer,

N. M.

A. L. HARMONProp.

Bar ir Correctior

N. M.

R. M. Sloane, foreman for the C. S.
cow outfit Tom William, foreman
Htizk meets
team over there beloDgs to the M iws Tiibles furnished
for the same company at UnderclifTe,
all trains
Emma and Lottie Lantén; hey drove with the best
Colo., and several of the cow- punchers
in from their ranch for the athletic Special attention paid to the traveling
came to town Saturday evening!
tf.
public
club dance. That is the reuson we
Shortly after their arrival Boots
are shook."
A diligent
Fletcher was missing.
search failed to produce Boots and
Trees are in full bloom, the grass is
his frierjds were beginning to get unrand the Spring garden is
green
eady when Roy Stack joined them
and in .many casos above
sprouted
saying: "It's all right, boys, that
ground. White dresses are out and

the women are gay u summer hats
and the man of the family has his new
Spring Buit well broken in, marbles
and barefeet rejoice the small lny and
verily Spring Is htre.
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A PROSPEROUS TOWN, THE GATEWAY TO THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
?
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Colfax County, New Mexico, lies, along the
of a gently sloping Pinon Hill at the edge of the
heavier timbered foot hills on the Southern Slope of the
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of the Main Range.
Cimarron boasts of a climate unequalled elsewhere in
America. The summers are never too hot and the winters, while
crisp and cold at times, are full of sunshine. Hunting and fishing
in the hills, streams and lakes nearby is good. It is a beautiful and
healthful country to live in The scenery in the mountains is
magnificient and the country offers every attraction to the lover
of outdoor life.
From a business standpoint, Cimarron is most ideally and
strategically located at the entrance to the last great pass through
the Rocky Mountains and, as if in confirmation of the old saying
that "the last is always the best ? the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway Company, in acquiring this pass, has secured the
best and shortest line of all to the Pacific Coast and this railroad
has shown its appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of
Cimarron and its confidence in the future of the place by selecting
it for its General Headquarters and for the location of its shops
and they have been wise for Cimarron is the center of a region that
has every resource one could ask.
Following are a few good reasons why Cimarron is likely to
become a good business point:
and has the shops of the St.
Cimarron is the
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway Company and is to be
and have the shops of the Cimarron & North
the
western Railroad now building. Either would make of it a large
sized town.
rs
and the seat of operation of
Cimarron is the
the most important lumber business of New Mexico. Tributary
to the town are the finest and most extensive tracts of Pine Tim
ber in the Southwest and the products come to Cimarron for
handling, treatment and distribution. In view of the ever increas
ing demand for lumber, the country over, had Cimarron no other
resources this business would make of it a city.
Cimarron lies in the center of the best cattle range in all the
world. Here the cattle escape the killing effects Northers of Texas
and the drouths of the far Southwest and in contrast with the great
Ranges of the Northwhere every animal must be fed from $5.00
to $10.00 worth of hay during the cold monthsthey winter here
and keep fat without any feed other than the natural grasses, and
with the shipping facilities now afforded by the railroad, had it no
other industries to draw on, it would be a cattle town of several
thousand inhabitants.
Cimarron lies midway between the greatest Coal fields in
America and vast deposits of Iron, Copper, Silver and Gold. The
coke and the mineral both come down hill to Cimarron, a distance
miles or less, making it the natural location for smelt
of twenty-fiv- e
mean rich returns from the ore that with the facul
will
ers which
ties for shipping now afforded by the railroad, will bring good re
turns even when shipped to distant smelters, ,.
To the East and South are thousands of acres of rich alluv.
al lands that only need the application of water or the skill of the
dry farmer to make them one vast garden spot. The soil is a deep
and needs no fertilizing other
sandy loam, with a clay sub-so- il
from the mountain streams.
water
by
the
furnished
than that
Pomacious fruit grown on these same lands took the First Prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. In the Taos Val

CIMARRON,

Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality for all uses is unsurpassed by any locali- ty in the world. Following is an analysis of water
.,
from Cimarron by R. W. Hunt & Company:
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ley on similar lands so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised
good crops of wheat without rotation of crops and without the use
of any fertilizer other than water, for over 300 years and this same
wheat was pronounced the best in quality of any exhibited at the
World's Fair at St. Louis.
To the West of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude of
from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never failing
streams of pure water, at once suggestive of cheap power and of
irrigation. Ornaron lies midway between the sources of these
streams and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the
sugar beet, fruit, alfalfa, grain and vegetables.
Nowhere is building material found in greater variety and
abundance. Instead of having to ship lumber in, as do many

towns, upon the completion of the Cimarron
Northwest
ern Railroad the entire Southwest will draw in great measure
its supply of timber products from Cimarron.
To the Southwest are enormous deposits of the finest
cement rock. To the Northwest, a mountain of Iron. Every
where along the Cimarron River sharp sand and gravel, assur
ing a never failing supply of
concrete the build
ing material of the future. An unlimited supply of building
stone is easily quarried along the line of the railroad within a
few miles of the town and there is clay for brick and limestone for lime. Fuel is abundant and cheap.
This then is the situation: One railroad in operation
intersecting three other important systems, which are ten,
thirty and seventy miles distant respectively from Cimarron.
Another railroad building. Ore coming down hill from one
diretion and coal and coke coming down hill from another,
sugar beet, alfalfa and wheat lands on one side and an unlimited supply of water on the other. Placer beds that it will
take years to work out. Timber of the finest quality in such
quantities that a railroad is being built especially to bring it in
to Cimarron.
Fruit lands, the products of which took the first prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fuel in abundance, Cement Rock, Iron, Brick Clay, Building Stone, Lime,
Sand, Gravel, etc., all within easy reach: cattle by the thousands on every aide grazing the finest ranges in the world.
It would seem then as though Cimarron would grow.
Other towns have sprung up and have prospered with perhaps nothing more than the payroll of some railroad shop to
draw on and with many natural disadvantages to contend
with, such as the scarcity of water, fuel, building material,
etc. Other towns have only the impetous arising from the
mining and shipping of coal. Others have agricultural resources, but nothing more. Cities arise through the night
and contend with every draw back imaginable and yet prosper with nothing but ore and less of it than lies within
twenty-fiv- e
miles of Cimarron.
Timber and cattle industries alone make towns but
Cimarron has around it not one, alone, but every resource
that one could ask. Coal, coke, gold, silver, copper, iron,
farming lands, not one uncertain stream but several never
failing streams, grazing lands, cattle, timber and building material of every kind and description, fuel, railroad shops, etc.
Enterprising men to push it and a climate unequalled any
where else in America. The town is in its infancy as yet but
the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital and labor because development has only just begun.
re-infor- ced
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the fact that they are making their
community poorer, reducing the pe:
capita of wealth, and dwarfing locfl
business, only .o enrloh a concern

BUYING A WAGON
How

Brown Got the

M

rga'.

MAIL-ORDE-

R

Old Man

METHODS

Thought He Was Saving Money, But
Will Not Try the Same Thing a
Second Time Buying at
Heme Pays.
(Copyrighted,
by Alfred C. Clurk)
Mr. Brown, a farmer living
In
oone county, Mo., decided to buy a
spring wagon. Tbe next time he was
In town lie went to the local dealer
to eee what he had In stock. One
wagon that suited him was offered to
John at $75. He thought he would
late it, but before ordering he looked
over a mall order vehicle catalogue.
Here be saw described a wagon which,
s tar as description went, was the
4anM as the one he saw in the dealer's store room. In fact, the description was written in such a convincing manner and ail of the good points
of the mail order vehicle were brought
out so thoroughly that it appeared to
be superior to the other one. And the
price was only $67.45.
Mr. Brown
thought of the saving of $7.55 which
represented several days of hard work.
The more he thought a'out it the
nore he wanted to save that amount
end In the end the Chicago mail
concern got his check.
When the wagon Dually arrived,
with a freight bill of $4.50, he rode to
town with lil.s son and spent half a
day putting il together. He had to
buy a screw driver and some oil and
and paper and a few bolts to replace
4uu that had been lost In shipment.
or-xl-

INCORPORATION

Ellphalet

Upton

SInclr.ir in

t.:

vegetarian banquet attatl,:"The trusts' effrontery i ' ..i.
he said. "They commit a u.; v.
:
virtuous an air its you cr I
i piece of charity. And tlinc : ti.
;etting around them, no head.u;;.' .r.cu
off. They are like old EUphalct '.'.or
iins.
"Ellphulet Hoskins was o.ie t.' t!
lid residenters of the Head of i.issa
lifras, a small Maryland village
nas light fingered. He lifted es.ut
bars of soap, potatoes, chickens any
thing that came in his way. The HeaO
of Sassafras people knew his failing
well, but on account of his great age
they had pity on him. He was uever
;

punished.
"It happened that one night a load
of dried fish arrived at the wharf loo
late for tbe keeper of the general store
to remove It
" 'They're an honest lot here,' mut
tered the storekeeper as he jlrew a
tarpaulin over his dried' fish, and just
then he heard cautious footsteps. He
looked up and there was old Ellphalet
Hoskins eyeing the mound of fish

'iloatlngly.
"'Ellphalet,' he said, 'I've got to
leave this pile of fish out here over
night. Now, if I give you these two
line fellows

will you promise

not to

steal any of the others?'
"Ellphalet looked at the two fish In
the storekeeper's hand.
' " 'That's a fair offer, Mr. Smith," he
said slowly, 'but well I dun no I
Ihink I can do better.""
MAJORITY OF MEN ARE VAIN.
A

Hairdresser Asserts That Many of
Them Wear Wigs.

"Nearly every woman wears some
other woman's hair," said the hairdresser, "but you might be surprised
If you knew the number of men who
wear wigs. Many a man's fine head
of hair, tbe envy of his friends, came
from the hair store, and Is regularly
curled and pressed there! Whisper
It gently, but most men are even
more vain of their appearance than
are the frivolous women of the moThey simply will not stand
ment.
for a bald head, under 70, and have
learned a lesdon from their slaters.
Often the same hairdresser makes the
wig for papa and the 'switch' for
mamma, and, if mamma can get the
money for her new hair any the more
easily out of papa for the fact that
he is a devotee of the habit himself,
who can blame her for encouraging
hira in the guileless fad?"

Mars.
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Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
Certificate of Comparison.
I, J. W. .Raynolds, secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record in" this office at 9 o'clock a. m.,
on the 20th day of March A. D., 1907,
Articles of Incorporation of Cimarron Improvement company, No. 4838,
and also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on file, and de"Lend us a bob, Sam."
'"Ow do I know I shall git It clare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
back?"
Given under my hand and the Great
"I promise It yer on the word of a
gent."
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, 1908.
"Well, bring the gent down 'ere to at the city of Santa Fe, the Capital,
me, and yer shall 'ave it" Jester.
on this 20th day of March, A. D., 1007. TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO.
HAD EARNED IT.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Office of the Secretary.
(Seal.) Secretary of New Mexico.
Certificate of Comparison.
I, J. W. Raynolds, secretary of the
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORA Territory "of New Mexico, do hereby
TION OF CIMARRON IMcertify that there was filed for record
in this office at nine o'clock a. m., on
PROVEMENT CO.
We, the undersigned, do hereby the twentieth day of March A. D.
associate ourselves together into a 1907, Certificate of
. of
corporation under and by virtue of Stockholders of Cimarron Improvethe provisions of the laws of the Ter- ment Company (No. 4839), and also,
ritory of New Mexico, and do here- that I have compared the following
by certify and declare:
copy of the same with the original
thereof now on file, and declare it
First.
The name of this corporation shall to be a correct transcript therefrom
-A
be "CIMARRON IMPROVEMENT and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the
COMPANY."
Great Seal of the Territory of New
Second.
Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
The location of its principal office Capital, on this 20th day of March
in the Territory of New Mexico shall A. D.
1907.
be in the town of Cimarron, and
J. M. RAYNOLDS,
county of Colfax, and the name of
Secretary of New Mexico.
"Now, sir, look me In the face and the agent therein, and in charge
deny, If you dare, that you married thereof, on whom process may be
L
CERTIFICATE OF
me for money."
is H. R. Griebel.
served
ITY
OF
STOCKHOLDERS
OF
eyes
were
He raised his
until they
CIMARRON
Third.
IMPROVEdirected to her countenance, and falMENT COMPANY.
tered, "Well, I think I earnt the cash,
The objects for which this corpora
We, the undersigned incorporators
don't you, dear?"
tion is formed are:
To buy, or otherwise acquire, hold, of Cimarron Improvement Company,
STILL HOPEFUL.
own, use, improve, lease, sell, assign, desiring to limit the liability of Stock
transfer, mortgage or otherwise dis- holders of said company, do hereby
pose of real estate, and to loan money certify and declare:
First.
on real, estate mortgages.
There shall be no liability of Stock
To build, construct, erect, or cause
to be "built, constructed or erected holders on account of stock issued,
and to hold, own,- use, operate, lease, or to be issued by the company.
Second.
sell or otherwise dispose of buildings,
The principal office of the com
structures, works, plants, lines and
pany is in the town of Cimarron,
systems of every description.
To do whatever may be necessary County of Colfax and Territory of
New Mexico and the name of the
in acrrying on its business and
to deal in real estate and agent therein and in charge thereof
personal property in the territory of on whom process may be served, is
II. R. Grieble.
:
New Mexico, or elsewhere.
In Witness .Whereof, we have
To borrow money for its purposes
hereunto
set our hands and seals this
and
dispose
negotia
issue
its
and
of
j
.
ble obligations and mortgage its prop- eighteenth day of March A. D. 1907.
(Seal.)
FREDERICK WHITNEY,
erty to secure payment thereof.
' o acquire by purchase, subscripCHARLES SPRINGER,
NORMAN WILKINS, '
tion or Otherwise, and to hold, own,
'
She (teaslngly) What a
SAMUEL E. PELPHREY.
sell assign, transfer, pledge, mortfellow the hálf back on the other gage
or otherwise dispose of any
team Is. His features are so regular.
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,
He ;(savagely)
H'm. The match bonds, securities or other evidences
County of Colfax, ss:
capiIsn't over yet. Cincinnati Commercial-En- of indebtedness or shares' of the
On this, the 18th day of March
quirer.
tal stock or other corporations or associations," and, while the owners of A. D. 1907, before me, a notary pubCALM AND COLLECTED.
such stock, to exercise the' right to lic in and for said county, personally
appeared Frederic Whitney, Charles
vote thereon.
Springer, Norman Wilkins and Sam"
Fourth.
uel E. Pelphrey, to me personally
The total amount of 'authorized cap- known to be the individuals whose
ital stock of this corporation shall be names are subscribed hereto and they
$100,000, divided into 1,000 shares of severally acknowledged
that thex, ex$100.00 each, and, the amount with
ecuted the foregoing Certificate of
which it will' commence business,
as their free act and
' deed for the purposes set forth thereshall be $2,000.00.
,
Fifth.
in.
Witness my hand and seal 1 NoThe names and postoffice addresses
of the incorporators," together with tarial) the day and year last above
the number of shares subscribed for written. '
by each., are as follows;
GEO. M. CHANDLER,
Notary Public.
Norman Wilkins, Cimarron, N. M.;
t
My commission expires May 30,
5 shares.
S. E. Pelphrey, Cimarron, N. M.; 1908.
S shares.
Frederic ' Whitney, Cimarron, N
M.; 5 shares. v Charles Springer, Cimarron, N. M.;
Reporter So' they tell me that you S shares.
and Branningham were calm and colSixth.
lected after the explosion?
The period of time fixed for the
O'Flanagan Well, sor, I was calm,
of this corporation shall be
but poor Branningham wor collected. duration
fifty years.
N. Y. Press.
Seventh.
CORNERED.
The number, of directors shall be
three, and the names of those who
SOLD
shall manage the affairs of the com- BOUGHT
pany for the first year or until their
successors shall be duly appointed and
On
qualified, are:
G. E. Pelphrey, Frederic Whitney,
Parties wishing to buy or sell either
Charles Springer.
Live Stock or Real Estate, will
Eighth.
do well to call on or list their
property or stock with me
The directors way hold meetings in
the Territory of New Mexico 'at such
time, ami in such places as they may Proprietor of the Hartlev Meat Market
Meats for ante by the quarter
.
deem necessary and proper.
at all times
Ninth.
Non-liabili- ty
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ve Stock
AND

Real Estate
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New Mexico, )

County of Colfax.
.)
On this, the 18th day af March, A.
D. ( 1907, before me, a notary public
in and for said county, personally
appeared Norman Wilkins, Frederic
Whitney, Charles Springer, Samirel
E.
Pelphrey, to me personally
known to be the individuals whose
names are subscribed hereto and they
severally acknowledged that they executed the foregoing Articles of Incorporation as their free act and deed
for the purposes set forth therein.
Witness, my hand and seal (Notarial) the day and year last above written.
(Seal) GEO. M. CHANDLER,
Notary Public.
My comission expires May 30,

But the signals received were utterly unintelligible.
Many years more were spent In
in trying to decipher them.
vain
to
everything
house
it death
Like the terrible devil fish the catalogue
They did not bear the slightest retentacles have wound
that gets within its grasp. Once its
any language known on
round your community, there is no escape. Are you assisting the greedy semblance to
this earth.
monster by sending your dollar to the mail order house.
Efforts then were made to commuwith some planet whose
nicate
saving
abl
he is
All of these cost him 75 cents. He that. And the small
sigwas nut experienced at putting spring to make by large purchases Is more learned men could interpret the
wagons together and he didn't do a than offset by his larger expenses nals.
apThe only responses received
very good Job of It, for one of the These expenses must come out of the
worse
ceatt refused to sit: In the right place purchaser so the mail order man It peared to be couched In evendialects
and he had to gel a local blacksmith compelled to make a larger profit than gibberish than the written
to help him fix It. This coat him the local dealer. It costs him more tc of Mars.
Finding it Impossible to secure the
mnother half dollar and delayed him market his goods.' He must maintain
co much that lie and the .boy had to a large and expensive office force- and services of any planet as an interprehe must advertise. As an example ter, the effort was abandoned.
fo U the hotel for their dinners;-a"Go-tJupiter!'' recklessly signaled
of what the mall order man expectf
So
70,
cents,.
expense,
of
additional
down its signal
before he got his team hitched to the to make out of his customers, a lettet the earth' " and tore,
'
!
wagon it cost him $73.90, allowing htm written by a prominent mall ordet stations.
saving of $1.10, which was very man might be quoted. Writing to
Differ Over Emperor's Mustache.
atlngy pay for the time he had lost. magazine he said: "Advertising In
Rejane has been giving at her
17 cents an
your
publication
us
cost
Mine.
wagon,
spent
the
he
amount
for
Of the
Inquiry
we
in Paris a play in which Nacost
made
a
at
and
county.
sales
theater
only' $1.95 remained In Uoone
represented. The actoi
The railroads and the mall order of only 56 cents each for advertising poleon HI. Ispart
wears a black mus
This is about half of our regular cost." taking the
.
ttouav gut the rest of It
man was selling "A complete out tache; and a warm discussion has
This
Mr.
neighbor,
In the meantime his
fit of clothes for $9.95." He was will
in consequence, some persons
Jonei, bought the $75 wagon from the ing to pay a dollar for each gale thi arisen
aniM-tlthat the emperor's mustache
local dealer, who made a profit of advertising brought blm. Ask youi was yellow. All who ever saw the
was
vehicle
the
At
sale.
the
on
H
f
dealer how long he could keer. emperor have been asked to give their
already assembled and there were no local
sheriff away from his doors if h testimony.'. To the best ot their recthe
amount
buy,
the
extra parti or tools to
took a dollar out of every ten dollai ollection the emperor's mustache was
laJd for the wagon represented all of sale.
t
til colors. One editor of a paper
the cost to Mr. Jones. The dealer
say
You can't buy the same class ot
yellowish,
was
others
it
that
'peat the $16 profit for a new sign on goods any cheaper from the catalogue it was reddish-brown- ,
stiffened with
bis building; the sign painter hired a houses than from the local dealer, olack polish, and others maintain it
on
his
roof
rarpenter to repair the
though one may. think he can aftei was black. Several doctors who had
bouse; the carpenter paid his bill at reading the catalogues'.
The differ
in close touch with the em:h butcher's and the butcher bought ence comes In the quality of the goods often been
1870 say that his mus
peror
before
a hog from Mr. Jones. . And so the There Is a particular class of goodi
tache was dark chestnut brown. .
1C kept going In the county until a
known as "mall order goods." Thli
rarmer with the mall order habit got trade term Is applied to cheap bul
Tricks of the Grogger.
Chicago
and
to
U
oold of It.' He sent
showy goods and novelties which can
man is a grogger," said the
"The
it sever came back.
It meant food Inspector. "He makes whisky
be sold at a large profit
Bat this wasn't the last of the two much the same thing as "street faklt out of old barrels.
purchases. A few weeks after the goods" and, as Is the case with s tree
"Grogging Is a recognized trade in
were bought, Mr. Brown's fakir goods, mall order goods are not some slums.
You get hold of old
boy and Mr. Jones' boy, driving the handled by the regular jobbers and whisky barrels wherein spirits have
ocw vehicles, met on the country road. wholesalers.
They cannot afford tc Been maturing for years and you pour
They drove too close to each other handle them, because their customer Into these barrels "boiling hot water
The weak- want better merchandise. Tbe street
resulted.
nd a smash-uand you wait a few days. '
est part of each wagon gave way; sn fakir duplicates. In appearance, the
"The result of your waiting Is that
axle on the mall order product was Jewelry carried by a first class Jew- the hot water turns to whisky. The
broken and a doubletree on the other elry bouse and makes large profits. wood of the old barrels, you see, Is so
was smanhed. Both breaks were plain- The catalogue merchant does the saturated with spirits that tbe hot waly because of defective construction. same thing but does It on a larger ter draws out enough to make a strong
Mr. Jones took his broken doubletree scale and much more cleverly.
grade of red eye."
lo town the next day and the dealer
atTo Domesticate a Cat.
gave him a new one. Mr. Brown
Didn't Mean to Lose Her.
It I". said that an unfailing remedy
tempted to explain to the Chicago firm
Dismal Old iJidy I don't suppose 1
that will not accustom Itself shall ever want another pair, Mr.
that the axle would not have broken for a
lo a new home Is to grease its feel Stlbhlns.
"
tf It had not been defective a and
rethoroughly
with butter and put 1,
coupled this explanation with
Oleaginous Elderly Shopman I 'ope
11
ke
quest for a new part, but after several dow n the cellar. When It has
wear out a lot more shoe leather
with the its feet clean It wilt be thoroughly you'll
recks of correHHmlenre
yet.
mum.
pteee as far away as at the begin- domiciled and will cause no further
Dismal Old Lady Ah, but I've one
ning, he gave il up and bought the trouble by running away.
foot in the grave already.
told
experience
This
axle himself.
Oleaginous Elderly bhopman Most
Marriage Days In Italy.
JMr. Brown why he should trade with
to sell you a single boot mum.
'appy
usually
Is
Sunday
selected
In Italy
wne merchants Instead of patronisInquirer.
Philadelphia
persons
who
for the marriage of those
Householder Here, drop that coat
ing the mall order houses.
before.
been
married
never
have
every
In
county
other
and
and get out.
Boone
Ill Fortune Without Hope.
la
Burglar You be quiet, or I'll wake
county there are many who send thou- Widows, however. In accordance with
Evil Is the worst companion yon
sands of dollars out of the county an old custom, usually choose Satur ran have in adversity, for hope never your wife aud give her this letter that
rou forgot to post. Royal Magazine.
very yeir, without ever considering day.
enters Its dark chambers.
death-dealin-

unto set our hands and seals on this,
the 18th day of March, A. D., 1907.
(Seal.) NORMAN. WILKINS.
FREDERIC WHITNEY.
CHARLES SPRINGER.
SAMUEL E. PELPHREY.

Cimarron Improvement Company Territory of

-

Futile.
After many years of experimenting
the people of the earth had succeeded
with
In establishing communication

two-wago-

ARTICLES OF

NOT FORTHCOMING.

CT

His Own ,r

rich enough to buy severs
An extra thouaaucl dollar;
counties.
in any community wHI mean, during
the year, many thousands of dollars lu
business transacted and Ir.crcssed ir.
come for practically every one in tin
community.
Often the amornt :'cn
to the mail order houses is pio e than
enough to turn the balance the other
way and business depression exist;
where prosperity would prevail undci
normal conditions. Even if the coun
try purchaser was able to save a snug
euni by ordering his supplies from a
mail order house, the loss to the com
muuity would be greater than the gain
It Is needless to point
for himseir.
out that as tbe amount of the mail or
der business from any community Increases the amount of loss to the community also Increases, until it Is only
a question of time until the Individua!
loss caused by the general depression
of busfness will exceed the Individual
saving.
In fact If everyone In the community bought from the mall order houses,
local markets would disappear and
the farmer would be compelled to sell
as well as buy from the catalogue
The rural districts would
concerns.
be devoid of business activity while
the wealth of the country would be
centered In one or two' points. Buying by mail may be attractive, but the
mail order fiend
most pronounced
must look with apprehension on any
condition whereby he would be com
peiled to depned on the ma:l orde:
man for a market for his products.
But the Idea of saving on individua'
purchases is, to a great extent, s
fallacy. In spite of his boasted ability
to buy In large quantities, he is not
able to buy for much less than thf
country niercnant. Competition in all
manufactured products is too keen foi

Went of Two BaTRIED

THE

C. E. HARTLEY

The directors may make, alter,
governing
amend and repeal
the affairs of the corporation, but
so made, altered, amended or
repealed may be altered, amended, re- 11 O. ALFOBD
peated or restored by a
Attorney-at-La- w
vote of the stockholders in interest
Rooms 6 and 7, Roth Block
at any regular meeting, or, special
meeting appointed for that purpose.
NEW MEXICO
In Witness whereof, we have here- - RATON,
by-la-

Springer, N. M.

by-la-

two-thir-

THE WHOLE TRUTH

Of

4

THE BABY SMILE
ON

LAND MATTER

GROWN-lf-

-

f

AMENDED HOISE

FACES

BILL NO.

83

.,

Santa Fe, N. M., March 18. (SpeThe entire connection of Governor Hagerman with the transaction
was in turning, over certain signed
and executed deeds to W. S. Hopewell, representing the Pennsylvania
Development company when Hopewell tendered a check for' $n,ooo to
cover principal and interest on a
note which the former administration
had accepted in part payment for the
cial.)

land.

(By Josephine Foster.)
"
It was .just an ordinary' baby .in
an ordinary little sleigh drawn by an
ordinary young man baby's father
Yet at the windows along the way
were faces of interested women and
children with an occasional man an
elderly man, though. On the steps
of the house from which the little
sleigh began its journey stood three
women a young .women, probably
the child's mother, and an older wo
man whom our imaginer
fancied
the grandmama of Sir Baby, a stout

The deeds in question, some 43 in
number, had been signed and part ofJ
them sealed by the former adminis- middle-age- d
person evidently the
tration and were being held by the maid of all work being the third
territory as security for the notes.
and these three added to the winThe report holds thát Governor dowed faces along the short route of
Hagerman had no right to turn over the tiny equipage brought
to our
the signed deeds upon payment of stranger faces the smile of interest
the notes as the seals of the terri- that we can only name as "The Baby
torial land board had not been at- Smile." It was present on many
tached to 20 of the deeds.
faces at the moment of which I wirte.
This seal the governor attached Why? , Because it emanated from a
upon a written opinion of the attor- transparent, though hidden heart in
ney general that he had the author- terest in an object we all loved be
ity to do so. It is upon this single cause of previoijs knowledge and love
action that the report of the commit- of its kind somewhere in the ' long
tee scores the governor for what it lane we call Life.
holds to have been, an illegal and imPapa and mamma wore the smile
proper action.
because the baby was their very own,
The deeds were delivered only and after all, what an analogy it is
after the governor had been advised that the greatest and the least of us
by the proper legal authorities that demand the same tribute for our ba
a failure to do so would render the bies.
We may acknowledge the su
territory liable to action which would periority of our betters over our
force the delivery of the deeds, since selves and our circumstances but nev
the former administration had not er do we accept these differences in
only accepted a note in payment for life, finances or station for our chil
the land, but had also accepte money dren. So papa and mamma were
which had been distributed to the sev- proud of this little
d
elf
eral educational institutions to which because he was theirs. Grandmama
the land belonged, the institutions was proud and wore "The Baby
having already expended the money. Smile" so becoming to her because
The bitter political fight which had the darling was the darling of her
been waged in the New Mexico legis- once young motherhood, and this lit
lature against the governor ' by a tle type of her family was but the
faction of the Republican organiza- baby she had watched under other
tion is recognized as having much to skies and far away, when not so many
do with the bitterness of the report snows had. fallen over her years and
oGvernor Hagerman, shortly afer he the happy tucking in of this baby had
came into office, removed the super repeated for her the thrills of many
intendent of the penitentiary, who loves like this on other sunny winter
was also chairman of the Rfcpubli
mornings,
can commitee, for alleged irregulari
And to Bridget, who knows bm
ties in the management of the insti that the snow was as green as Irei
tution. This precipitated a fight, land's sod, and the fond-eye- d
father
which has been carried into he leg- an awkward lad, guiding the jauntingislature, with the avowed intention -car.
of the young prince of her
of taking away from the governor humble home far away from "Amer- powers
all his appointive and other
iky."
which could be taken away by legisAs for me the sleigh had rockers
lative action.
and my foot almost slipped on the
Governor Had 'Majority
treacherous ice of the pavement as
of Entire Legislature.
.the tip of my slipper in fancy touched
The governor has frustrated this the tip of the rocker and my whis
plan through the fact that a
ended in a shrill
pered "hush-a-by- "
majority in he senate has been cry of alarm for the sleigh had over.friendly to him. The opposition, howturned at a hidden gap in the walk
ever, has controlled the lower house and the baby, with a cry of fear,
by a small majority.
rolled out into the cold snow and
Thus it appears that politics more down the terraced lawn. Everybody
than any irregularities in the manage- ran.' Mother, grandmother, Bridget
ment of the territorial lands has had and the neighbors, and I joined the
most to do with the making of this hurrying, exclaiming, frightened proreport by the lower house- criticising cession, and the young father scram.the governor.
declivity and
bled down the
The house also passed a resolution caught
closely his
and clasped
today requesting the district tattorney screaming fluffiness, Sir Baby, and
of the second judicial district to bring
everybody "Oh'd and Ah'd," and in
suit to recover all lands which have a
moment he was again cuddled down
been sold by the territory since 1001.
his warm nest with many a ten
into
In the course of the reading of
to his of course careless
warning
der
the report today, a charge of cowas the sleigh slid along I
papa
and
ardice was made on the. floor of the
souls who had
pitied those home-tie- d
house by Representative Hudspeth
my privilege of following the
not
of Lincoln county against Representof Sir Baby's rattle and coo
ative Holt, which resulted in Holt sound
though
for only one short block, but
making an assault, upon Hudspeth
we were friends forever, for we all
Blows were exchanged before the
wore in "parting and exchanged with
nien could be separated, and the
coin of
each other the
house was thrown into great confuBaby Smile."
"The
sion. Denver Republican,
white-hoode-

subAn act to amend section
section 18, of the Compiled Laws of

1897.

...

Be it enacted by the Legislative As
sembly of New Mexico:
Section 1. That section 2402, at
sub section 18, be and the same is
hereby amended by adding to said
at the and thereof the
following words: "Provided further,
that no city council, or board of
trustees in towns, in exercising its
right to grant licenses, regulate or
prohibit the selling or giving away of
any of the liquors mentioned in this
section, shall have the power to discriminate between persons of like or
similar character engaged in the same
class or business in tavor of one
as against another, nor to discriminate
between places, locations or buildings
in favor of one as against another,
which aré situated in the same business district of such city or town, and
provided further, that 110 city council
or board of trustees in towns 9hall
grant any license for the sals of liq
uors on any lot where there is not a
saloon in operation at the time of ap
plication for such license, except
upon petition and written consent of
the owners of more than one-hal- f
of
the lots of the
in which
such lot is situated, or if the place
described in such application is not
part of a regularly numbered block,
then upon petition or written consent
of the owners of more than half the
property in the square or other sub
division in which the same is situated;
but no license shall be granted for
the sale of liquors within one block or
square of any church, public library
or public school, nor in any purely
residence district.
Section 2. All acts or parts of acts
in conflict herewith are hereby repealed and this act shall take effect
and be in force fiom and after the
date of its passage.
half-bloc-

General Contractors

Operates in all the Towns in the
Territory

S. E. PELPHREY
Cimarron, N. M.

Gen'l Manager

k

Maxwell City

A. M. Hollenbeck went out to
Passamonte Saturday.
E. D. Manning is home from a trip
of several months in old Mexico. He
went down to the Spriuger ball Saturday night.
Jack Stubblefield and wife, from
Vermejo station on the St. Louis &
Rocky Mountain, spent Sunday in
Maxwell.
Mrs. Ed Sproull and daughter,
Gladys, went to Raton Sunday morning, returning Tuesday,
Mr. Beble, wife and two children
arrived here today from Illinois and
will spend the year on the Olidden
ranch.
Thos. Stevens returned to his home
in Gunnison, Colo., Friday, having
been for some time the guest of his
father, J. D. Stevens,
John Sproull. from Appleton City,
Mo., has been here this week looking
for a location for farming.
Mrs. Lige
Shahan and Miss
Florence Littrell spent Saturday and
Sunday with relatives in Cimarron.
Fred Klinkman, wife and little
daughter, of Raton, cime yesterday
L. W. Mann of Wagon Mound has and are guests of Mrs. Klinkman's
Subscribe for the Cimarron News-Presdolbeen in town several days, leaving for parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Whiteley.
It will cost you just two
Mrs. Gussie Simmons, of Forest
lars a year. Address the Cimarron Springer last Sunday. Mr. Mann is
City, Mo., came Saturday and will be
Publishing Co., Cimarron, N. M.
agent for sewing machines.
the guest of Mrs. J. N. Brackett for
a week. She will probably locate in
New Mexico. Having formerly lived
here it is only natural that she wants
to return. Everybody comes back to
two-thri-

.

six-fo-

God-give-

CIMARRON
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY

sub-sectio-

Bring in Your Samples
A. T. Mclntyre, president of the
Deep Tunnel Mining
and Milling
company of Elizabethtown, is col
lecting ore to place in cabinets to be
placed in the depots at Raton. The
following letter to the Prospector explains the matter quite fully:
Elizabethtown, N. M.,

February

14,

1907.

Red River Prospector,
Red River, N. M.
Dear Sir: I am collecting mineral
specimens from Elizabethtown and
Red River, to be placed in cabinets,
one at Santa Fe depot and one at the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
depot in Raton, to advertise the Red
River and Elizabethtown mining districts. If the miners of Red River
will donate specimens, labeled, showing what property they are from, they
will be placed in the cabinet just as
they are labeled.
Please bring or
send them to A. T. Mclntyre, and
leave at the postoffice in Elizabeth-towHoping the people will see
the good of this and respond quickly,
I am yours truly,
A. T. M INTYRE.
n.

Any ore left at the News and Press
in Cimarron, or handed to
Arthur O'Sullivan, will be forwarded
to Mr. Mclntyre.

office

To him thy freedom thou dost sell.
The frequent laugher should have
fine teeth.

MERCANTILE

CIMARRON

The Big General Merchandise

Clothing
Hardware

Furniture
Groceries
Queensware
.

Hay and Grain

E. W. BROOKS, Mgr.

We Solicit Your Trade

THE ANTLERS SALOON
John Livingston, Proprietor
nkak kocky;mountain deíjt!

Fine Liquors and Cigars
5

?

Cimarron,

Raton. New Mexico

$100.000

Surplus and Profits (Earned)

..$00.000

Deposits..

$800.000

,.

Oldest and Largest Bank in Northern New' Mexice.
, Safety Dhposis Boxas in Connection.
Depositary for the A, T. & S. F. Ky., St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific Ry., and Coal Companies, Territory
of New Mexico, and County of Colfax.
Accounts from Merchants, Corporations, Individuals, and
Ranchmen received on favorable terms. Interest paid
on time peposits. If any change is contemplated in
present banking arrangements please correspond with us.

C.

N. BLACK

New Mexico

n

First National Bank!
üp........v.......:............

Store

Dry Goods

'

s.

Capital Paid

Í

CO.

WELL. Cashier

--

New Mexico.
Ike Zink, of Appleton City. Mo.,
with his wife and two children, ar
rived here today and will look about
for a situation or location. I hey are
the guests of Mrs. Zink's sister, Mrs.
Ed Sproull, at the Maxwell House.
The officers of the Vermejo Ditch
Co. have employed O. P. Nyhoff for

ditch boss. He has been cleaning
out and otherwise repairing the
ditches, and we had water this week
to soak up everything in town, the
first ditch irrigation since Sept. 1905.
Dixie.

CARDS ARE BARRED.
According to the new postal laws,
post cards ornamented with particsubles of glass, mica or similar
stances liable to injure the hands of
person
handling the mail are excluded from the mails except when
inclosed in suitable envelopes.
This will leave on the hands of
post card merchants a large number
of fancy cards which cannot be used
now. These cards are made to represent dicky birds with brilliant
plumage, snowy ranges of wonderous
blilliance and
with enough snow
shown on their caps to fill the Purga-toir- e
river for years.

f

Cimarron

LUMBER CO
Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Builders' Hardware

CIMARRON
LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON, N. M.

FORMERLY OF RATON.

News Notes From

Springer Stockman

This it) the Same Mrs. Cheatham
Who Once Lived in Raton and
Was Always in Some Kind
of Trouble.
There some time ago lived at Ra
ton a woman named Mrs. Cheatham,
who was tried at one term of the dis
trict court, in Colfax county, for ar
son, and again for another offense,
but she could not be convicted. She
disappeared, but again is in the toils
charged with embezzlement and fraud
by David McKee of Colorado Springs,
Colorado, long time a citizen of Ra
ton and well known over this coun
ty. A Colorado Springs special to
the Rocky Mountain News of Thurs

!

Maxwell Land Grant Co

:
the erection of a large and commo
dious hotel this coming summer,
Arthur Sanders of Trinidad, of
whom there is no better known trav
eliug man in this country, was in the
city looking after and supplying the
wants of his customers Tuesday.
low
of
Mrs. Lizzie Bowler, sister of Mrs.
Ore
J. P. Hanson of this city, and her
little daughter, came in Sunday from
their home. at Cripple Creek, Colorado, and will spend some time visit- day, says:
ing at. the Hanson home northeast of
Alter exhausting every court in
town two miles.
Texas, fighting extradition, Mrs. Par-le- e
Cheatham-Denninwhose alJohn G. King of Raton, Arthur
Straub and Tom Murray of Trinidad, leged victims claim she is the Cas-si- e
week.
Chadwick of Colorado, reached
and Frank Manzanares of Las Vegas,
Thursday was the first day of in company with some of their the city tonight from San Antonio.
spring. The season opened rather friends in this city, enjoyed two or Texas, to stand trial on charges of
lively.
three days the first of this week embezzlement- and fraud. She was
fav-orab- le
The district court for Colfax coun- duck hunting in this vicinity, with brought here in the custody of Un
ty will convex- in spring term next considerable success.
Regdershenff George . Dayton and ar
Monday.
Luis F. Garcia, well known stoc-ma- n raigned this evening before Magis
Miss Antonia Kahn of Mora, a
In default of
of Holland, Union county, was trate W. N. Ruby.
cousin of M. M, Salazar, came up in Springer Monday on business. Mr. bonds, she was placed in the county
from her hoiv.e Monday and will Garcia is well known
throughout jail.
in
Mexico
Mrs.- - Cheatham, as
spend sonic time in Springer with her New Mexico and southern Colorado.
she is best
aunt. Mrs. Margarita S. Salazar, For a number of years he has been known, is of the stylish burnette
on
mother of our 'townsman.
spending the winter season in Trini- type. She showed no emotion upon
I ostinaster
Ln.rcia enjoyed a vaca dad with his family, where bis chil being taken to jail tonight, main
taining a calmness and even showing
tion a few days this week and went dren have been attending school.
defiant spirit that was remarkable.
iver into Union county.
Herman Perlstein, of the firm of
sue
is not oi tnc weeping sort, ac
Mrs. Darl Brown and her daugh Perlstein lima,., merchants, came in
Arter, .Mrs. iyon,'i.is
right, made a Wednesday evening from St. Louis, cording to the otlicers, and seems
will
trip to Dawson and return the fore where he has been purchasing goods. determined to put up the sarrt strong
Mr. Perlstein and Julius Appel of fight in Colorado that she did in
part of this
. k.
Texas. More than a year has elapsed
Jake May, t' c well known cigar this city are cousins, and be came since she was first
arrested.
a
this
pay
him
way
visit.
left
to
He
:
r.iaiiiilai-titreTrinidad, was in
oí obtainis
woman
The
accused
for
his
home
at
yesterday,
Tucumcari
town Thtirsd y looking after the
ing
several
thousand
from
dollars
where the Perlstein Bros, do a good
wants ot Ins
stotners.
David McKee of Colorado Springs,
,
business.
i;
was in the city
Janus 11.
well known in Texas and New Mex
Anton Schcrrcr and wife were in
from hi ho:;1 .'t Raton Tuesday.
ico, by alleged fraudulent representa
l.'v .!: oí friends were the city Wednesday from their home tions in a land deal. Orville Wilda'y
Jim's hi
of
at Cimarron, leaving again for home
phased to stii' .un again.
also accuses her of fraud in a real
in the afternoon. Tony's friends were
-,
Louie Lars .i: - .turned home
estate transaction. Three years ago
all very much pleased to see him and
day fr"in Las C
where he spent
when she conducted a fashionable
have
perthe
opportunity, to extend
several months attending the New
boarding house in Colorado Springs,
sonal congratulations
to Mr. and
Mexico Agric.l if ral college,
she was known as Mrs. Cheatham,
Mrs. Scherrer. They are making
Dynamite is handled with consid-- e
but later. her marriage to a Kansas
their home at Cimarron, where they
erahíe los c.'
man by the name of Denning, was rethan eggs. The have been since
their marriage in ported at Chanute,
Kans., and in this
owners are so ildoin close enough January,
and where Tony finds plenty
connection she is said to have fig
to their pro i en y to be blown to
to do at his trade, that of plasterer.
ured in a property deal that estranged
!icces.
L. B. Reynolds of Dawson, was
relatives of Denning and left him a
Since the rap i! settlement of the
down Wednesday on business. His
country by the farmer begun, many many friends were pleased to see him victim of her alleged wiles."
A few years ago she was tried in
ndering how long it atj.iiti In the afternoon he went to
stockmen are
the Colfax county district court for
a going to b before they are en- - Trjni(Jad, Mr Roynolds has just
burning a hotel at Gardner in order
tirely crowded
ot business.
cepted the position of manager of
The Bank
Springer this week the Dawson hotel and went into Col- to secure insurance on the furniture
which she owned, and while she was
flared a new ore in their establish- - ra,i0 for the purpose of securing acquitted
of the charge, still it was
Bient, the old one being considered competent help, returning to Dawson
a general opinion that she was guilty. business man of that place, has just
in.ipanies
bv
doing
an
c
insecure
yesterday. Lou still retains an in- Spsinger Stockman.
left for home, charmed with what he
iiirance bu. inc.? against burglars.
terest in a splendid barber shop busi
saw here, and we expect good results
Keport lias ir that outside parties ness there, and all his friends are
'
from his visit.
k.ive secured options on lots in the pleased that he is prospering in his
Folsom Notes.
E. P. Lewis of the Minnesota Iron
Tirimty of thi Santa Fe depot for new home.
Range, is here prospecting.
E. S. Jacobson, a pioneer of the
Mr. and Mrs. John King and fam
RED RIVER RECEPTION NOTES her home at Colqrado Springs the
ily have gone to Texas for a few Alaska guld fields, is in our section
II. J. Lace mcde a business trip to first of the week.
and his reports are of an encouraging
weeks' visit.
J. A. Zvvergel, superintendent of
tlucsta, Monday.
nature.
School
begin
did
not
week
as
this
Mr. Ryan of the Townsite company
Jcsvs and Earl Young was over the Independence up Bitter creek, there are sixteen
cases of scarlet fe
and G. J. Kammerer, a leading busim in Klizabetbtu A n yesterday.
is erecting a business house on Wall We
to
in
ver
town.
ness man of our neighboring camp,
street, near the C. and S. depot.
The St. Patrick's ball at Elizabcth-Iov.- ii
Mr. Kent weift to Clayton on bus
Tucs- Elizabethtown
was
over
from
of
Porforio Salas is building a' busi
last Saturday evening was ' a
look after min- - iness this week.
The former to
jday.
ness
house on Wall street.
I
,
t'casaiit ali.nr
.
I
mg Dusincss tior 111 company auu
F. O. Gillum has sold his ranch
The Hon. John E. Cameron, an ef
The school cl ed at Elizabethtown
the latter calling on his many friends. on the east end of the mesa and will ficient surveyor, is kept busy.
list week, the teacher, Mrs. Edna
The work on the property of the buy property in Raton, where he will
J. A. Brink, of the Southern Colo
having resigned.
company
has reside.
Mining
Rhyolite
rado Mercantile company, at TriniHarry Brand 'tiburg is building a
for a few days while R. P,
to
.
Tom English has finished his new dad, was here a few days ago selling
t se on hm pi n vr on the river about stopped
Kelly who has charge of the work building and it is now occupied by a carloads iof groceries
mer
our
to
iour miles below town.
is in Raton attending to business
restaurant run by Mrs. Adamson.
chants. Mr. Brink is very popular
Keport readies Red river that Dr.
with the company.- He
connected
Young is on the mesa put here and is known to every man,
oí
John
Eluabcthtown, has is
C R. Bass
expected back this week and exting in his crop. His brother, E. woman and child in this section.
lately got the reputation of being a
pects to be in position to push work Voting, and family, are staying with
duck
hunter.
ftnv
on a greater scale.
him.
IS A
The Boyton parties who were
MAN....
MINING ACTIVITY
Mrs. S. I. Murray entertained a few
tuning the lo..t Spanish mine near
Who
advantage
takes
of
Borne oithe greatest Fortunes In A roer-- :
opportunities.
IN NEW MEXICO
lea have been maite In Judlcloan In vestment in real enlute They have been made
of her friends at dinner Friday in
Returned from Cuba.
Carro,' borrowed money, got in debt
hy men who were able to fa1 horn luto J h future and diacern the trend of develop-'
honor of Mr. Murray's birthday.
menta,
and then left List week for parts un- From the Raton Range.
Mr. and Mrs. Simpson are the
known.
El
Paso
The
Herald
offers
tts
reMr. and Mrs Charles Remsberg
DAY. ..
Johu I acamehe keeps busy at turned home from their southern trip proud parents of a new girl baby.
some good advice which as a people
Thousands
of dollars are eekiag Investment In New Mexico where the assured
Mr.
down
boy,
Harvey's
little
the
ork developing the- Union group of
rate of Income It greater than In any other section of Iho country.
Friday.- - Tbey left KMr. and Mrs. A.
.
we. should accept with grace. The '
Cimarron, died Friday of kidney
mining claims tip Bitter creek. It
L. Hobbs.ua Miami, Florida, where
mining
of
territory
resources
the
vast
tr.ti.A
ml
;i
rlnntit
without
nrni.rtii
üme aod later
Mrs. John Floyd is down from the should be developed and all in posi
h"w up suin-t- n ng big some of these theJ wi" T"1 a 8hort
A Just now In the eyes of the public as the most promising fleld
New Mexico
aod other mesa visiting her mother, Mrs. C. A. tion to do so should push mining
Chicago
tor Investment. If you are seeking a home In a congenial clime, Ifof
far
come
as
a;
you are looking'
j
'
rfaJ,4
for afe returns on Investment, it will pay you to come and look over the altuatlon
Mm.
Illinois,
Hobba
.
in
where
English, and her sister, Mrs. E. EI- - enterprises everywhere in the terri-I can sell yon town lots that will double your money in one year. Business men
l.troy liurkhsrt who with his points
Who are looking for a looatlnn will rtnd at Cimarron conditions that will pleane
.
.
tory, for the wealth that lies beneath
partner, are pi pi 'icing down the will remain to visit her father and Mr. ston.
them.. Beautifully, located, surrounded by inspiring scenery, with a large section
of grazing and farming country as a clientage with new development In the
,
Miss Lucy Crcighton went to Clay us has been proven sufficient to justiw is m i .uii Monday
sivi-but re- - Hobbs will proceed home, reaching
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